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Introduction:

This is an account of a cruise by two middle aged couples in Wayfarers
315 (Zwalke , a wooden Mark One) and 7432 ( Petra, a fibre glass
Moores Mark 2 ) in two weeks in July 1994.

We went from Arisaig to Ullapool via the Outer Hebrides and Skye-
covering about 250 miles in conditions ranging from idyllic to bracing.
Winds varied between FO to F 6, with a bias towards the stronger but we
had only one day stormbound and one day without sun at some time. We
were completely self contained for food, and were equipped to sleep on
land, or afloat in boom tents.

The author of this log recognises a weakness for antiquarian diversions
and to reduce the boredom factor for those not sharing these enthusiasms
the log which follows is in two parts. The summary records the
essentials of the day's journey in terms of distance covered winds and
camping/mooring sites; the "log" digresses into more detail on the local
historical and literary associations- with a particular emphasis on Gavin
Maxwell's shark fishing exploits in 1945-47, the travels of Bonnie Prince
Charlie, and the Island years of Sir Frank Fraser Darling.

The appendices give details of equipment. camping/mooring/landing
points and relevant publications respectively.
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Summary of a cruise from Arisaig to the Summer Isles
by Wayfarers Zwalke and Petra

e 3 Sunday 17th July 1994.
25 miles in idyllic conditions.Through Arisaig Harbour to the Point of Sleat. Past Elgol
to Soay North Harbour. Met Tex Geddes, the almost legendary owner, and spent night
swinging on a mooring.

* Monday 18th July.
35 miles in conditions varying from flat calm to F4+.From Soay along the south west
coast of Skye, past Lochs Brittle, Talisker and Bracadale to Neist Point ( the most
westerly point of Skye). Camped at Loch Pooltiel.

$3 Tuesday 19th July.
20+ miles. Across the Minch to Benbecula, in Force 4+ SW.Camped at head of Loch
Keravagh.

14 Wednesday 20th July.
About 15 miles. 'Ihrough the islands rocks and strands of east Benbecula to South
Uist, just north of the tJsinish lghthouse. Camped.

* Thursday 21st July.
eSmiles. Climbed the mountain of Hecla and sailed north in rapidly deteriorating
weather to Loch Skipport. Camped.

o0 Friday 22nd July.
25miles.Exhilarating sail north in southerly 5-6 past Benbecula. Lunch at the magic
sheltered anchorage of Acarsaid Fhalaich. Up east coast of North Uist to Lochmaddy.
Camped.

23 Saturday 23rd July.
30tmiles. Back across the Mlinch.past Dunvegan and Vatemish Heads to Camus Mor,
south of Kilmuir on the Snizort Peninsula of Skye, Camped.

* )fr Sunday 24th July.
A West Highland sunday- wet and windy with low cloud. Walked to F1ora
Macdonald's grave.

2* Monday 25th July.
Gales forecast. Walked 1 5 miles or so to the Quirang ( above Staffin on the east coast of
the Snizort peninsula). Watched eagles.

1 Tuesday 26th July.
c30 miles. F5-6 fbrecast but never more than about F4. Across the Inner sound to the
mainland. Landt'all at Gairloch, saw another cruising Wayfarer at lladachro and spent
inight at Loch Kerr'. Camped.

32 Wednesday 27th July.
c20 miles. From Gairloch in 16 SW round Rubha Reidh to Loch Ewe. Camped by
lunch time on NW' shore of Loch Ewe. Camped.

33 Thursday 28th .July.
c25 miles. Loch Ewe via (Greenstone point to Gmuinard Bay. Force 6 and hairy. Lunch
ashore at Mellon Udrigle. Then hairyfscaiy run via Priest island to ''anera Mor, the
largest of the Summer Isles. Afloat in boom tents.

*36 Friday 29th .July.
20 miles.Round the Summer Lsles. Landed on Priest island. Slow sunny sail to Ardmair,
near Isle Martin at the entrance to Ioch Broom, where we finished the holiday.
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Sunday 17th July 1994

Another holiday! Two years almost to the day since we left Arisaig
harbour heading for the Small Isles we were ghosting out of the harbour
again in perfect sunny weather. As in 1992 we had left our cars in the car
park behind Arisaig Marine and used their slip to launch the boats. The
carpark is ideal - secluded from the road and just the place to leave cars
and trailers for two or three weeks without anyone bothering. We set off
in a holiday mood. with the slow process of relaxation well under way
after a lovely meal the night before in the Old Library restaurant with
friends from our 93 Greenland trip whom we had met by chance there.
We had had to wait for the tide that morning but they were already well
on their way in sea kayaks towards Eigg- making the most of the freedom
of a sea canoe to slip through skerries at any state of the tide.

The wind was forecast light S/SE and we zig zagged slowly out past the
perches marking the tricky channel revelling in the warmth of the sun on
our backs, the clear blue water and the sand below. with the backdrop to
the west of Skye, Rhum and Eigg. It could have been very different trying
to find the route in poor visibility - not for nothing did Lawrence ( our
vade mecum- see appendix) describe the harbour as having one of the
most intimidating entrances of any anchorage on the West Coast. But
today it was sunshine all the way, and we were emboldened to exit by
the North channel- of which the Admiralty Pilot says that " it is seldom
used even by boats with local knowledge". Today however anything
seemed possible as we rock hopped out in line astern. with the helmsman
standing on the side deck using the tiller extension to get a better view of
the rocks ahead, beside and below. By about 12- an hour and a half after
setting otT we were clear of the skerries, out of the Harbour (also known
as Loch nan Ceall ). and on our way.

We broad reached to the NNW and soon had to make a decision- would
we turn NNE up the Sound of Sleat and begin the holiday in the mainland
lochs of Loch Nevis and Loch Hourn before heading to Kyle of Lochalsh
and Raasay to the east of Skve. or wouild we keep on course round the
Point of Sleat and the very exposed SW coast of Skye with the lure of the
Outer Hebrides beckoning some 70 miles away. We agreed almost
without discussion that we should seize with both hands the opportunity
of good weather and head west- if the weather deteriorated in the next
day or two we could retreat. So before long we were rounding the point,
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past the tiny lighthouse, and heading towards the serrated skyline of the
Cuillins some 15 miles away- and waving goodbye to the only sail nearby
which was a Wayfarer in cruising rig ( W3032) which had come south
from the Armadale direction but turned back just before the point.

By now it was 3 o 'clock and a blissful afternoon - one of those rare days
when the West Highlands are unbeatable, with stunning seascape and
mountain views in all directions and hardly a sail to be seen. We decided
to head to the little island of Soay, nestling under the Cuillins where we
knew there was a sheltered anchorage which would be good place to try
out our new boom tents. The wind fell away and in an hour or two we
were drifting off Elgol, the little village which looks across to the Cuillins
with one of the most dramatic views in Britain if not Europe- of a
panorama of black mountains rising almost straight from the sea to over
3000 feet, with Loch Scavaig giving a sea route into their heart. Petra's
crew had canoed there in Whit 92, and camped at the head of the loch
but we knew that there was no place to pull up the boat except the
exposed beach of Camasunary, and the anchorage was very exposed for
the boom tent.Lawrence's pilot says of it:
"this anchorage can claim to be the most spectacular on the West coast, surr ounded by the Jagged
Cuillin Hills: however the squalls there tend to be equal/ .specacular e

Lawrence p56

So we ghosted on towards the east end of Soay, drinking in the majesty
of the surroundings ,and enjoying a glimpse of some porpoises. By six we
still had a few miles to go, so we took out the oars and gently rowed
along the north shore- with Petra's long oars being more conducive to
marital harmony and a sense of direction than Zwalke's. A gentle zephyr
rose from the east and soon the spinnakers were full as we came up to the
entrance to the north harbour. But we knew there was a rock sill which
could not be crossed for a few hours either side of low water- which it
inearly was- so we anchored in the little bay immediately to the east of the
harbour and cooked our meals, with the incredible backdrop of the end of
the Cuillin ridge towering above us, as we luxuriated in the unacculstomed
double pleasures of windless warmth and no midges.

Soay was the island which Gavin Maxwell. of Ring of Bright Water fame
had bought just after the war as the base for his shark fishing exploits in
the Hebrides . For the next few days we were to be criss crossing the
waters which almost 50 years ago had echoed to the sound of boats and
harpoons in what was ultimately an abortive but brave attempt to bring
employment back to that part of the Hebrides.
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His first impressions of the island were lyrical:

"the sun was hot on the red, sea smooth rock. Sixfeet below me the tide lapped, a vivid intense blue,
with the transparency of white sand and sea tangle two fathonm below The surface ,mirrored and
glassy,reflected the great bulk of the Cuillins a mile away across the Sound From evervwhere on the
island the Cuillin seemed towering and imminent, three thousandfeet of bitter black rock rising
stark and hostile out of the sea. Even then in Ihe heat of a stiUl July day, white tendrils of mist moved
sluggishly among the heights and the glacial nakedness of the carries -the slow slap of the tide
and the hum of the bees in the heather seemed only apart of an immense and permanent stillness."

Harpoon at a Venture p23

and so they were for us.

By about 9 30, though the sun was still high, we thought we should think
about an anchorage for the night. so we slowly rowed round the point,
with our boom tent frames up and headed into the natural harbour- barely
50 yards wide at its entrance, and opening out for a quarter mile or so to
a maximum width of about 200 yds. with snug anchorages at the end. We
crossed the bar with about two feet to spare three hours before high water
and rowed slowly up the creek ( seeLawrencep58 ) towards the little cluster
of buildings on the east side. This had been the lIQ for Maxwell's shark
fishing operations- where the sharks had been brought back to and he
had built elaborate. and ultimately hardly used facilities for boiling livers
and reducing the sharks to saleable commodities. Last year Sarah and
Peter had canoed here fiom Scavaig and explored the rusting machinery
like massive mincing machines, lying abandoned as mute testimony to a
failed venture.

We paddled towards a moored boat at the far end when suddenly a loud
roar shattered the peace- an old man was gesticulating at us from it. So
Zwalke cautiously approached and were invited in peremptory tones to
help him lift his tender onto the stern of his 40 foot fishing boat, covered
in tarpaulins and generally looking, like its owner, as if it had seen
better days. We soon got talking and the old boy mellowed- while
asserting that if we had not helped him he would have ordered us out of"
his" anchorage and off " his ' island. We soon realised that we were
talking to the famous, or notorious, Tex Geddes, who had been Gavin
Maxwell's bosom companion in the war and in the shark fishing exploits
which had taken place almost 50 years ago. When Maxwell went, he
stayed and had bought the island and had had a stormy existence ever
since fighting with his neighbours, his family, the authorities and anyone
who cared to take him on. lle was talkative and charming and we felt we
were talking to a bit of living history as he reminisced about fishing and
the half century since he had arrived there. All the time he was on his
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boat and we were sitting in ours. as the gloaming crept round us and the
Cuillins turned to soft velvet in the evening light.

.0The Round Scotland canoeist, Brian Wilson had met him on Skye in
1986 and describes him thus:

Mid sixties perhaps, with rottitng teeth parted by voids, but with a clear far sighted start A cossack
fur hat rode a corrugated brow above aflattened broken nose and he sported a greying orange
beard like the hair of a fox terrier Gaunt and by no means tall he was yet broad shouldered and
agile, the overall impression lying somewhere between Ivan ihe Terrible and Popeye.

(Blazing Paddles. Oxford 1988).

Now eight years later he was little different- the beard was now grey- the
fox terrier had grown older, and there was now no well spoken young
English girl in tow. but he was still recognisably the same character ( in
every sense of the word) and it was easy to identify him with the Tex of
whom Maxwell said:

He was in his late twenties at the end of the war and it was difficult tofit into his years
the variety of experience with which he was credited- lumberjack rum runner. boxer,
knife thrower, Seaforth Highlander, are only a few samples. He could handle a boat
well and had a keenness for adventure which appealed to me ; on the debit side were
a rather violent temper and a periodic likingfor drink

(Harpoon at a l'enture.p42 et
* ~~~~~seq.)j

Reading Maxwell again it is evident that Tex was his right hand man, and
years later when Petra's Peter spent two summers on Rhum as a ghillie,
Tex was still a by word there for womanising, dnrnk, and generally living
the life of the wild frontier. It is salutary to think as I write that if
Maxwell's estimate of his age was right he is probably now in his early
eighties. Anyway . even that timeless interlude had to come to an end as
Tex realised that he had now sutlcient water to get over the bar, and
ought to be off to sea- to Elgol. Mallaig or we knew not where. He said
we could tie up to any of his moorings. started the engine on his
appropriately named concrete boat . l'etros , and chugged out of the bay,
leaving us with his parting words ringing in our ears as we settled down
iunder our boom tents: "You look like nautical New Age Travellers."

It seemced not a bad thought to begin the holiday

Monday 18th July
After a night of perfect stillness and peace- once Tex's dog had stopped
baying the moon-we breakfast in the moming sun swinging on our
nmoorilg with the awning up. It was hard to visualise what the creek
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might have been like almost 50 years ago when the shark fishing was
going full blast:

there were rows of inflated dead sharks tied up or anchored inside the harbour and
the factory hands were all working the long hours of overtime - with these catching
opportunities we could no longer afford the time to carry the saltedflesh to Mallaig
and into three foot of brine the sharkflesh was tipped through a hatch- load after load
until there were 12 tons of it " (Harpoon at a Venture p1 96).

But the meat went rotten, the gear failed and Soay was too far from
either Mallaig,or the Outer Isles where most of the shark were caught.
and it all ended in tears and virtual bankruptcy for Maxwell.

As we sunned and drank in the peace we suddenly noticed that the bar at
the entrance as beginning to show - the tide was ebbing fast and unless
we hurried we would be locked into the harbour. It was easy to imagine a
worse fate than that but we thought we ought to press on and take
advantage of the good weather to get west as quickly as we could. We
hastily cast off the moorings, took to the oars and rowed over the bar.
dropped the anchor and tidied up and rigged the boats and set sail to the
west towards what the West coast Pilot describes as:

"Some of the wildest and grandest scenery -where the weather can be pretty wild and
grand too, and no yacht should venture out oJf the Zest Coast ofShye unless its crew
are confident of their ability to cope with heavy seas, strong streams and tide rips
and to stay at sea if the visibility closes down at an inconvenient moment Ports of
refuge are sheltered but widely spaced, usually separated by headlands with severe
races off their ends; these get progressiveli severe towards the north.

Thus warned we set off in conditions which belied the pessimism of the
Pilot. In a warm 13 and sun we cruised along the coast below the Cuillins
towards the first bay of Glen Brittle. The south point of the Glen Brittle
bay is bounded by Rubh an Dunain, where there is a prominent dun and
a freshwater loch only yards from the sea. In 1993 Petra's crew had
canoed to here on a circumnavigation of Soay from Scavaig and had
explored the remarkable canalised channel leading from the sea into the
Loch. It is only about 50 yards long and perhaps 15 feet wide, with the
sides obviously built up stone by stone. Local legend has it that the
Vikings used to take their ships up the channel into the loch to clean and
wash them in fresh water. We pressed on across the mouth of glen Brittle,
with marvellous views back to the southern half of the Cuillin ridge
opening out before us- from Sgurr Banadich to (jars Bheinn- with the
nicks on the ridge of'the Inaccessible pinnacle and Sgurr Mhic Choinnich
bringing back happy memories of rock climbing there in the early 1 960s-
when it was always sunny and uncrowded. Now, we could imagine that
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the Glen was wall to wall with tents, and the queues of earnest Munro
baggers would be forming to claim the Inn Pin! We had memories too of
the old rogue Ronald John Macdonald who used to run boat trips from
the bay to Soay ,Scavaig and Rhum, and whose main claim to fame was
his capacity to charm the most unlikely English roses to share his bed and
board for the summer season; his main rival in this traditional Highland
sport was none other than Tex.

So, in a blur of warmth and reminiscence we headed north past an
increasingly hostile cliff line, and the narrow entrances of loch Eynort and
Talisker Bay ( where Dr Johnson and Boswell had stayed in 1773 and
argued about the life, the universe, whisky and Presbyterianism) until
after three hours we were off the entrance to Loch Bracadale. This had
been visited in 1772 by the famous Welsh traveller squire. Thomas
Pennant. who recorded:

This ts a beautiful land locked harbour abounding with safe creeks. Codfish swarm
here in the herring season: a man with a single line caught in three hours as many as
were sold for three guineas at the rate of two pence each. This seems to me to be the
fittest place in Skve /br forming a town . The harbour is deep and unspeakably secure.
It s the Mi/ford Haven of these parts.

(Pennants l ;yage to the Hebrides, pub 1/ 79).

Fortunately, his vision had not been shared by others- least of all the oil
companies - and we lhad thought we might stop here for the night and
explore the recesses of Loch Bracadale and Loch Harport. Ahead lay a
very exposed stretch of coast where there was no shelter and a line of
cliffs whiich ran unbroken, impenetrable and uninhabitable for more than
20 miles round the point of Neist. which we could just imagine on the
distant horizon as the linc of cliffs unfolded ahead in blue green waves
into the haze ( in fact it turned otut to be lHoe point, the headland before
Neist!). By this time we had literally been in the boats for more than 24
hrs without being ashore, but conditions had been so pleasant that we
had no sense of being cooped up. so we decided to press on and make the
most of the weatlher.

We passed a couple of' miles otf shore of the great sea stacks of
Macleod's Maidens at the north side of Loch Bracadale and then the
wind gradually fell away. We pitched and tossed in the swell and the sails
slapped arid banged across the boats. We imagiled ourselves caught there
for hours and wondered whether we were better after all to turn east back
into Bracadale, rather than having to risk rowing for 15 or so miles to
shelter in Loch Plooltiel a few miles round the corner from Neist.
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However, the day was yet young and there were many hours of daylight
left so we thought we ought to press on if we had hopes of crossing the
Minch tomorrow. In the West Highlands one has to take one's chances
when they come - and if the worst came to the worst and the calm stayed
we knew that we could tuck into the little cove and jetty just to the east of
Neist lighthouse.

So out with the oars and we began to row; we normally pride ourselves
on not carrying an outboard engine- partly on principle that we ought to
be self or wind propelled, partly because they are bulky and difficult to
store, and primarily, in Petra's case at least because of doubts in our
competence to master the infernal combustion engine . But soon some of
us at least were finding our principles tested as side by side the master
and mate battled with short oars in a heavy cross swell to maintain some
semblance of forward movement; one marriage at least was subjected to
some testing moments, no doubt exacerbated by the relatively success of
the other marriage couple with somewhat longer oars and more obvious
signs of progress and therefore harmony. Fortunately after a few painful
miles and an hour' s hard labour, the wind gradually filled in from the
east and soon spinnakers were up and we were gathering speed towards
Neist Point.

We crossed Moonen bay, below the dramatic cliffs of Waterstein Head
some lOOOft above us and passed close by the light. In this bay Maxwell
lhad, in 1946, caught more than 20 sharks- but all was peaceful for us- no
seals, porpoises or sea eagles. It really is a magnificent point backed by
dramatic cliffs to the west where a number of serious and very vertical
artificial climbing routes have been put up in the 80s. When the Skye
Bridge is completed in late 1995 it will be the most westerly point of the
British Mainland- and far more dramatic than either John o' Groats or
Lands End.

As we rounded the point the wind freshened gradually to F4s- and we
shot North past the clifts of Waterstein and round the corner to Loch
Pooltiel. where we pulled the boats up by the pier at Meanish ( GR 154
506) and pitched tents by the ruined cottagc there as we listened to the
shipping forecast. Still good - F3-4 southerly- so the omens for
tomorrow' s crossing of the Minch seemed good. They seemed even better
as the sun set over the Outer Isles sometime after 10 o' clock in a blaze of
fiery reds, at the end of a perfect day traversing some 35 miles of'the
grandest scenery in Britain.
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Tuesday 19th July- across the Minch to Benbecula.

We woke to the forecast 3- 4 but with the weather grey and overcast- and
the loom of the Outer Isles had disappeared from the westem horizon
when we set off. Mindful of the relative shelter in Pooltiel bay we had
changed our genoas for jibs and were soon glad we had. The wind was
more west than south and soon we were taking lumpy water on the bows
as the wind freshened to a steady 4 and gusts of 5. We ploughed on, on a
tight port beat on a bearing of 240- 260 magnetic, hoping that we would
hit land some 15+ miles away. But it was grey and cold and as the wet
closed in we could not help remember that the rest of Britain was basking
in the hottest summer for years- and we could not see land in any
direction, yet alone blue sky. After a couple of hours or so we began to
wonder where the land was- we seemed to have been batting along at 5 or
6 knots so land should have been evident. It is surprising how quickly one
can become irrational- in Petra at least we began to worry gently that we
might have sailed through the sound of Harris on the wrong bearing and
begun heading into the Atlantic! So much for trusting the compass.
However about 2 1/2 hours out we saw land begin to loom on the port
bow, and as we closed it loomed larger and higher and it looked as if we
had made a perfect landfall just below the 2000 foot Hecla on South Uist.
So we looked out for the entrance of Loch Skipport, between the low
islands and skerries which appeared out of the mist round us. We soon
picked up a narrow channel running due west into the land: it seemed
rather narrow but we pressed on- cold hungry and delighted to have at
last crossed the Minch under our own steam-or should we say sail.

The channel narrowed further to a matter of yards. but as we were around
high water we thought we would press on- catching sight of the odd croft
in the misty land around us. It was fairly clear that we were not where we
thought we were, but we were in no danger and a sense of curiosity drove
us on until we finally came to the end of the inlet on a little rocky beach,
with a rough track running past. We pulled up on the beach and got
ready to have lunch, some three hours after setting off, when we saw a
girl of about 12 walking past. We hailed her, and Petra asked where we
were and " was this America`. She looked at us with obvious concern, if
not pity, and told us that we were on Benbecula. near Craigastrome.
Examination of the map then showed us that we were at the head of Loch
Keravagh, some 5 or 6 miles north of Loch Skipport; so where was
I lecla. which we had seen so clearly? We realised that we must have
mistaken the nearby low island of Wiay - all of 300 feet high- for a
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distant E lecla , 2000 feet high. It was a salutary reminder of how mist and
uncertainty about distance can distort a view into what one expects to
see. Anyway- we had arrived safely, and had seen no sign of any other
boat for the whole crossing, even before the visibility closed in- and that
at the height of the West Coast sailing season.

We pitched tents and had lunch and were soon joined by sundry small
boys and a one eyed dog, all of whom lived nearby and were ready to
offer intimate details of their families' lives, as we chatted.The smallest
came up up trumps ( or his mother did) by agreeing to dry out Petra' s
copy of'the Lawrence sailing directions which had slipped under the
floorboards and crossed the Minch awash. After lunch we walked hard in
a westerly direction and back again, and in the evening walked south
wwhere we met an old boy out for a walk.lIe was incredibly clean and well
polished, with a woolly hat and immaculate shiny black shoes who
obviously pined for the bright lights, as he bemoaned the quietness of
Benbecula and North IJist as compared with the metropolis of South Uist,
where . he asserted: " they have everything at Lochboisdale"!

Wednesday 20th July- to IJsinish, South Uist.

It was a blowy misty morning but we were away by 8 to clear the rock sill
sonie 20 yards east of our little rocky beach before the water got too low.
We wanted to take the inside passage to the west of Wiay and head round
to the south ford of Benbecula and then west to the causeway to South
*Jist.

We were now in one of the most evocative parts of Scotland for those
interested in the 1745. Almost 250 years ago, in the early summer of
1746, these waters had been the setting for one of the most sustained
manhunts in British history as the Navy had searched for the fugitive
Prince Charles, who had fled to the Western Isles after the battle of
Culloden.

In 1May and June 1746 no less than 9 Royal Navy ships were patrolling
*these waters looking for the lrince, whom they knew to be near.On 5th
June the pace had got too hot and he had slipped north from South Uist
and had lain up for a frw days on Wiay - no doubt watching the ships
and their boats scouring the maze of islets and skerries which we were
now trying to navigate in a F3/4, and an OS map rather than a chart.
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It was hard work at times trying to slip between the skerries on an
ebbing tide against the wind and once at least we had to drop sails hastily
and row like billy- ho to clear the rocks, but we finally made the passage
of three or four miles to the south and swung west into Bagh nam
Faoilean, and beat towards the distant causeway. The landscape now was
almost Dutch- all sea and sky with low land round us and indistinct
channels beckoning. On the western horizon we could see a few houses
and the occasional car crossing the causeway which stopped navigation
through to the Atlantic, but we felt physically and mentally far from
civilisation.

There were a few navigation buoys in the channel, laid by the Army in
connection with the rocket range on the west coast of North Uist but no
sign of any boats. Benbecula had not much of a seafaring tradition , and
we could see why. But unlike most of the West Highlands its population
lhad at least increased in recent centuries - 600 inhabitants in the 1 8th
century had grown to 1300 by 1961, and probably t more now with the
continuing military presence ( reaffirmed in the Defence Review just
before we set off).

We worked our way against a rapidly falling tide and as we got to
within a mile or so of the causeway we began to run out of water. and
rudder and board scoured the yellow sand raising a sandy plume in the
wake, so we swung south and then east and anclhored in what seemed to
be deeper water just off the South lJist shore. We lay line astern off our
little Bruce anchor ( 3 kilo) and ate fruit cake and drank coffece hcad to
wind against a F3/4. We thought we would head south down the coast for
6 or 7 miles to the lJsinish pcninistulat ( the easternmost point of'South
I Jist) and then come back to spend the night in Loch Skipport. one of the
best known and most sheltered anclhorages in the western isles. We had
another brisk sail south on a tight fetch with the occasional tack, and very
conscious that in these rocky waters we need to keep our eyes skinned f'or
submerged rocks- there were obviously hundreds around which were not
submerged! We sailed down the coast a few hundred yards offshore,
passing close to the cntrance of the little inlet Acarsaid ( harbour) Falaich
(of concealment). where in 1746 on Junle 13th P'rince Charles and his
party had hidden while the Royal Navy had sailed past them. We headed
into the little bay of Moll Tuath ( gr 858356) and landed at the shingle
storm beach by a stone bothv which had been used as a storage point for
stupplies landed there lor the l.Jsliish light house a mile or two to the east.
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The sun was coming out and life was good as we lay on the shingle and
drank coffee and had a late lunch as we listened to the shipping forecast.
The crews trotted off down the pony track to the light house while the
skippers conferred and exchanged profound thoughts, punctuated by the
occasional snore. A consensus was soon reached that we should spend
the night there, and climb Hecla the next morning and set off on the
afternoon tide next day. The boats were lined up the creek past the
shingle bar and brought up on the grass at high tide as we unpacked and
pitched the tents by the waters edge- with just enough of a margin of
safety to make us think that we should be dry in the morning when the
tide was fractionally lower. While Mr Major was reshuffling his Cabinet
the skippers then strolled out to the lighthouse- a Stevenson one built in
1857- perched on the edge of the cliffs and marking the west entrance to
the North Minch. Now of course unmanned it huddled on the edge of the
cliff- lonely and deserted and a far cry from almost 50 years ago when
Gavin Maxwell and his crews had often rendezvoused just off here and
exchanged news of sharks with the light house keepers- and on one
occasion had fired a harpoon at them with a message- whiich had terrified
rather than enlightened them!

As the weather improved and the mist cleared a little across the Minch
we could just make out whence we had come the day before- with the
distinctive outline of Maclcod's Tables appearing above the haze over
Skye. On our return to our homiie waters we discovered that almost 120
years before us four members of the Clyde Canoe Club had camped here
in the course of their historic trip from Stornioway to Tobermory; in mid
July 1875 they had circumnavigated Benbecula and come in from the
Atlantic coast to spend the night at IJsinish, before crossing the 29 miles
to 1Loch }3racadale onl Skye. for the first recorded sailing canoe crossing
of the Minch.

*Oblivious of that direct coninectioni, but conscious that we were
surrounded by evocative history of the 45 , we bedded down to the
sound of red tlhroated divers criss crossing the sky above us . to and fro
from their breeding haunts in the lochs below the South Uist mountains .

Thursday 21st July- tip Ilecla, and to Loch Skipport.

We woke to low cloud and rain but the forecast suggested it would
improve by about 10. so we pottered about and packed the boats before
setting off at 12 straight tip the hill behind us for the summit of Hecla,
some 2000 ft above us. Hecla. like many of the mountains prominent
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from the sea in the llebrides, is a Scandinavian name - meaning the cloud
topped hill ( like its better known namesake in Iceland). Today however it
belied its name and we had a pleasant stroll up the first steep I OOOfeet
before hitting the long curving ridge to the summit. All round were
mountains and sea- to the north we could look up the spine of the islands
across the watery confusion of Benbecula and beyond. To the south we
looked down the mountain ridges beyond South Uist to Barra and
beyond. It was not clear enough to see St Kilda to the west- but we did
see the waves breaking on the low sand dunes of the Monach isles. As if
just below us, to the north we could see a solitary yacht nosing into the
haven of the Wizard Pool in Loch Skipport. There was little wind and
little sound, beyond the melancholy and repetitive peep of a pair of
golden plovers near by. It was a lovely contrast to the sometimes frenetic
activity on the dinghies for the last few days. A leisurely liger on the top
was followed by a gentle trot back to the bay- with a dip/bathe en route in
a burn for Petra's skipper. We were back at the boats by 4pm and waited
till 6pm for the shipping forecast, and high tide so that we could get the
boats off the saltings and out of the little bay, sheltered by the shingle
bank and accessible only for an hour or two.

Gales were forecast and the wind was n'sing, so we reefed and had a
slightly hairy beat out of the narrow end of ithe bay before planing at high
speed the 4 or 5 miles to Loch Skipport . flhe wind was freshening all the
time and the sky was darkening. We looked into the anchorages of wizard
Pool and the adjacent Caolas Mor, but Lawrence warned that in southerly
gales tlhey were vulnerable to fierce gusts whipping offllecla so we
decided to go further up the loch towards Poll Na Cairidh, which was
said in terms to ` provide excellent shelter in a southerly gale". When we
got there it seemed iifanything bleaker and more exposed than ever. We
thouglht about vcnturing up the NW arm but it all looked pretty rocky and
exposed and tonight was a night we thought we would rather spend on
terra firma than afloat.Tlhen just near the soutli west corner of the loch we
noticed an abandoned sheiling on the shore , and reasoned that that might
have a cleared area to allow a landing. So Petra cautiously nosed in and
arrived intact onl land. Zwalke followed. leaving more red paint than was
good for her oni the rocks and soon0 we were all ashore. ( at Gr 832382).

Conditions were appalling as the wind and rain whistled and howled
around us, but we pitchled the two tents in the ruin and surrounded by
stone walls we were snug and secure. Another super day- good walk and
views and exciting sailing, and now warm, dry, well fed and safe. What
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more could one want from a holiday? ( voice from the back: " warm
water, sun . alcohol, good food"- get thee behind me Satan.)

Friday 22nd July- to Lochmaddy.

We were up and away by about l Oam-responding to the weather forecast
with two reefs in the main and the jib rather than the genny, pushing us
along in front of the F6 South westerly.As McLintock says:
the North end of south Uist is the threshold of the peculiar region extending to the
sond ofHarris where the sea is all islands and the land is all lochs. It is a region
belonging to neither land or sea, a shattered no-man s land, where brackish lochs
sprawl across dismalflats of black bog lands. To see it one would believe the old
prophec.v that South Uist would one d&W be abandoned to grey geese and rats.

But we hardly had time to look at the coastline as we roared northwards
on the kind of run/reach which Wayfarer club racers brought up on the
sea would have relished. Long screaming surfing on big breaking rollers
surged uis up the coast in swoops and dives- past the entrance to the south
ford, past Wiay, past Loch LJskevagh where the Prince had first landed all
those years ago and on towards the North tJist landmark of Eaval- the
highest hill at 347 metres. B1ut for us Loch Lomond trained sailors it was
rather more problematic: we felt very much on our own (not a boat was
in sight) and conscious that any mistake could end in a messy capsize. So
the helms stayed with their eyes glued to the burgee as the wind shifted
more and more to a dead run and wavered round the point of gybe. But
as time wore on we realised that both boats were surviving and making
good progress and after a couple of hours of continuouis planing we
almost began to relax and enjoy it. The sun caine out and we were in
aworld of deep blue and shining white, with the whistling of the wind
aand the hiss and roar of extended planes making it impossible to
communicate between the boats, even by shouting.

We headed ibr lunch to the harbour of Acarsaid Fhalaich (another one)
on the nortlh side of the the island of' Roniav. We screamed up I'lodday
Sound ( narrowly missing the rocks of Bogh an Fheidhi whiclh lie
submerged at the entrance to the sound ) and looked ior the entrance to
the anchorage- described in Lawrence as being entered by a steep sided
channel, with room to swing ( he hoped!) inside. Petra rushed in
headlong and was soon tacking franticallly across a channel not more
than 30 yards wide and 1 00yds long with a solid line of 30 foot cliffs
either side. 'l'he wind was still strong and right on the nose, ands we were
probably rather lucky to have entered the haven ( for that is what it
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proved to be) without mishap. As we reflected after, we were pretty sure
that very few boats would nowadays try to enter under sail, and it might
well have been more seamanlike to have dropped sails and rowed in- but
not half as much fun!

The harbour was delightfully sheltered and we managed to find a small
stretch of muddy sand in the south corner where we pulled the boats up
and relaxed in the sun, recovering from the last couple of hours and the
16 mile passage. It was an idyllic spot (GR 904570) and we were
tempted to spend the night there . anchoring in the tiny pool and using
the boom tents. But by the time we had finished lunch and gone for
exploratory strolls it was not much past 2 o' clock- a bit early to stop on
such a good sailing day. So we decided to press on- and had a pleasant
sail for 8 miles up the coast, past the entrance to Loch Eport which
almost cuts the island in two, and where we could well have spent a day
exploring the remote anchorages in it. But we wanted to get to the bright
lights of lochrmaddy. which we reached at about 4pm.

Landing was not easy in the steady southerly, so we cautiously went past
the pier and landed temporarily on a small beach immediately to the
south and west of it. We hit town to buy postcards ( and Zwalke' s
whisky stocks were replenished) and then recconnoitred for a suitable
overnight berthing spot. There were a few sets of HIDB ( former
llighlands and Islands Development Board) moorings on trots of the pier
and in Ard Maddy bay a mile or two to the south cast of the pier, but
they looked rather exposed for a boom tent.

We had almost made up our mnid to go round to the sheltered little
harbour of Oronsay ( see Lawrenc e page 40/ 41) where we knew mooring was
possible and there was water, when we noticed a tiny little sandy beach
on the grassy promontory just north of the pier, It was just big enough to
get two boats in side by side- provided the tide did not rise too high, so
we rowed the boats round and nosed them right up to the end of the
beach with their bows up against the grassy bank. We could camp near
by. the loo and water were near and we were sheltered from the all but
the due north. The only question was whether we would be able to get the
boats out again much after high water, as it seemed as if the beach
rapidly gave way to rocks. We took the risk, or at least decided that we
would have to be ready to go next day, it we went at all, by no more than
an hour after high water at about Xam.
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We phoned the Stornoway coastguard for the forecast- which seemed to
be S/SE F3/4 tomorrow, with the prospect of deterioration so we thought
we might take the chance to cross back across the Minch. If the weather
had seemed set fair we would have aimed to stay for a few more days, but
that seemed unlikely and we felt a bit like climbers in the Alps- no sooner
is one up than one starts worrying about the descent, and so was it with
us and the Minch!

Lochmaddy, it has to be said, is not the kind of town which would tempt
even a reluctant mariner to stay ashore . Even the romantically inclined
Mclintock records that:
it has no pretensions to beauty . It is a straggling township, its houses built on knolls
and projections of land, separated by wandering arms of the loch.

Charles 1st is said to have encouraged English merchants to establish a
settlement here, and it was a great centre for the herring industry , with as
many as 400 boats herring fishing there in the 18th century. But now
there is little sign of fishing boats- though the islanders now have
established a trade in velvet crabs for Spain, which leave every week by
container load on the CalMac ro- ro ferry to Skye, bound for the Channel
ports and Santander. It all seemed a far cry from the days of the
Clearances in 1849-52 when North Uist had been the scene of one of the
more brutal clearances; some 117 families had been cleared from Sollas
a few miles to the west after a pitched batfle with police and estate
workers, and were shipped to Australia. Then, after World War I the
returning soldiers tried to reoccupy some of the land for their own crofts
and were tried amid noisy scenes at the Lochmaddy courthouse, sent to
prison for 3 months , and greeted as heroes when they returned.

In the Western Isles, history and previous generations are all around: the
pace of development is slow' and a pile of stones here, a sign of old
cultivation there make one feel that one can reach back into history with a
relatively small flight of imagination.

Saturday 23rd July Loclunaddy to Skye- a return across the Minch

Today we were to retrace the steps of Bonnie Prince Charlie in 1746,
when he decided to return to the mainland: "Over the sea to Skye". HIe
had set off from North UJist in an 18 foot boat with Flora Macdonald
( disguised as her maid Betty Burke) with another five as crew- and
some 18 hours later had landed in Skye. We hoped to do it in rather less
time!

23
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It was wet and windy when we woke but the forecast suggested it would
improve, so we were afloat by 9am, over the rocks ringing the beach
before we dropped anchors and prepared to hoist sails at leisure. But
peaceful progress turned to confusion for Petra. The main was up, the
kicker had been hooked in and Sarah was fiddling with the tack of the jib
when slowly but apparently inexorably the mast began to topple
backwards- the forestay cord had come undone. Peter assumed that the
crew had been fiddling with it and immediately blamed her- and cast
aspersions on her canine ( female) antecedents, at which the crew
vehemently impugned the competence of the skipper and rigger. Zwalke
watched with alarm tinged with amusement ( or the other way round )
and the mast swayed somewhere between the vertical and the horizontal,
with the boom braced on the skipper's back, and restrained from riding
upwards by the kicker- all this at anchor in force 34. After some minutes
of curses confusion, contrition and apology ( to the blameless crew) order
was restored, the mast was secured in a more conventional position, the
sails were rigged ( and reefed) and off we set. How lucky we were that
that had not happened at sea when we were changing foresails ( as we
did later that day)! But it was a salutary reminder to check rigging more
carefully and systematically.

As we came out of the loch and cleared the Uist coast., the wind eased and
we shook out the reefs, put on the genny and cruised peacefully
closehauled on starboard into the grey distance. To the north we could
just make out the long line of Lewis snaking towards the horizon and to
the east Skye gradually took shape emerging from the indistinct patterns
of light and dark made by sea sky and land. One brief moment of alarm
came after a couple of hours closehauled on starboard, when we looked
behind and saw an enormous container ship crossing our stern about a
quarter of a mile behind us having loomed up from nowhere from the
north. We had broken one of the first laws of seamanship- and failed to
keep a proper look out down to lee. we had an uneasy feeling too that the
Atlantic Conveyor ( presumably a replacement for the ship of the same
iname lost in the Falklands War) was on automatic pilot and had not seen
us either, as there secemed little sign of life, let alone irritation at us , on
board.

After that excitement, and a hurried tour d'horison to confirm that there
were no more ships around, we began to veer north away from the
Dunvegan headland towards the second great western peninsula of Skye,
Vaternish point. We rounded this low headland at about one- 3hours after
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setting out- with another Minch crossing under our belt and looking for
somewhere to land for lunch. But there was no obvious beach - indeed
the coast was rocky and it was easy to see how Prince Charlie had
managed to hide in below the cliffs here when his boat had been fired on
by soldiers as it had rounded the headland on that far off June morning as
it too had followed the route from the outer isles to Skye. So we hove to
just north of the Ascrib islands ( where Sir Peter Palumbo of the English
Arts Council and the property world had spent hundreds of thousands in
half building a subterranean luxury house) and had our cofree and
sandwiches and listened to the shipping forecast at 1. 55pm.

The last leg was across what Mel-intock calls the "wide mouthed and
broad bosomed" Loch Snizort ( sounds rather like Dawn French!)
towards the northern rampart of Skye known as the Trotternish
peninsula.The Ifist car ferry was coming out of lJig as we closed the
Trotternish coast and decided to head for the little bay some five miles
south of the point, off Kilimuir. where a little slip was marked. (GR
370707). Some three miles to the south of us lPrince Charlie had made his
landing with Flora Macdonald on 29th June 1746 and had spent a night
at Monkstadt Il-ouse ( (VR 378 675)- after an 18 hr crossing of the
Mincll by oar and sail.

As we came in below the cliffs the wind strengthened and we were
ihanging out hard. and the little slip looked less than inviting, surroullded
as it w as by rocks, with the tiniest of beaches next to it. So we headed
over to the east side of the bay where there was a large unoccupied slip
which we thouglht we could land on, We did, and were relaxing and
having coffee when a misantlhropic couple appeared, said the slip was
their property, they might want to use it and we were to move straight
away. We pleaded with them to let us stay just one night., before we
moved on- at which the woman made it clear that that would be adding
insult to injury as it would mean we would be leaving on the Sabbath,
and they would not be party to that.

So we retreated with ill grace and went back to the first small slip and
managed to tuck in on the small beach immediately to the west, inside
the reeL breakwater protecting it from the west, So much for Skye
hospitality- but a crofter at the slip made it clear we could camp
anywhere there so the island was redeemed and we had soon pitched
camp overlooking the bay, in a lovely situation with the headland and
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Dun Liath beyond. Later we strolled out to the point along the top of the
cliffs and looked back to the outer isles as buzzards wheeled below us.
Contentment and another good day- with the Minch and 30 miles
behind us.

Sunday 24thJuly Flora Macdonald's grave.

We woke to rain and strong wind-and gales forecast, so decided to sit
tight and have a day ashore for the first time in the week since we set
off.The wind was 5/6 SE where we were but the next leg was round the
exposed north end of Skye at Rubha Hunish and the 20 or so miles of
open water to Gairloch on the mainland- so it seemed prudent to observe
the Sabbath and wait for better weather.

We trudged in the rain to see Flora Macdonald's grave two or three miles
away, and had a look at the folk Museum ( closed) with a number of
disconsolate foreign tourists braving the grey wet bleakness of the
scattered crofting township with the locals staying well out of sight
inside their houses, and the cows and sheep standing with their tails to
the wind and ram. The rain eased and we strolled back along the coast
line to our little jetty and camp- not having seen anywhere better where
we might have landed- other than the original slip, where, needless to say
there was no sign of life or activity and nor had there been since we were
turned off with the threat of imminent use by its owner! For any who
follow us, the best alternative landing is probably at Duntuilm just inside
the point a few miles to the north, or some five miles south in Uig bay, by
the ferry terminal.

Monday 25th,July - on foot to the Quirang.

We awoke again to a shipping forecast threatening gales in Scotland- and
ones which seemed focused specifically on us, because the forecast
warned especially, and unusually, of" gales in the sounds and sea lochs
cast of Skye- which was just where we wanted to go. So again prudence
prevailed, although the overhead conditions were not bad. We had a
marvellous fifteen mile walk, almost all of it otl road, through some
wonderful and little known country.

A few miles east of the coast we came to a little lochan, dwarfed by 1000
foot cliffs and sat and watched a family of golden eagles soaring and
swooping in the sun- with a young one perched on a ledge and squawkng
loudly. We could have stayed for hours, but pressed on across the moors,
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using the compass to ensure that we arrived at the right point on the
30km long wall of cliffs which runs from central Skye to near the end of
the Trottermish peninsula. It runs a few miles inland from the coast and
goes up to about 2000ft and along its length it conceals a myriad of rock
falls, pinnacles, fantastic rock formations and secret little glens- and is
crossed by just one little road. marked on the Ordnance survey map as
yellow, ( and which when we had first crossed it by motorbike more than
30 years ago was little more than a rough cart track.) We were bound for
the Quirang- one of the best known parts of the escarpment, just to the
west of the coastal crofling community of Staffin.

We came over the ridge and got the full blast of the south /south easterly
wind. nudging gale force, and had a wonderful vista down the sound of
Raasay and east to the hills of the mainland. The sound was alive with
white horses- and we could see two yachts making heavy weather, reefed
right down, and we were glad we weren't afloat ( though we heard later
that some canoeing friends had safely negotiated the sound from Skye to
the Crowlin isles at more or less the time we were watching). We
negotiated the path down to the Quirang and then for about half a mile
walked through the jumble of rocky outcrops and green swards which
together fbrm the Quirang.lt is well worth a visit (GR 45069Y0) and it
was easy to imagine it as a place to hide cattle from the raiders- as it was
reputed to have been, and we could enjoy the sun in the relatixe shelter as
the wind whistled round and above us. 'Tlhen a long airy walk over the
tops and across the moor took us home by 5 30. in time for the shipping
tforecast for our 25- 30 mile hop across the sound to the mainland
tomorrow. It didn't sound promising but after two days on terra firma we
were itching to get on.

Tuesday 26th .July- Skye to Gairloch

It was wet and windy as we listened to the forecast- and heard the news
that there was an air sea rescue search for a missing yacht off'the north
coast ot'Skye, as a helicopter flew over us. But the forecast wasn't too otl'-
pputting - Force 5-6 south Westerly with the rain clearing in the course of
the day- so we took our time as we packed. P'eter walked a couple of
miles in the rain to phone the Stornoway coastguard who said much the
same as the radio but then said that the wind would drop to F3 southerly
at first. So we had an incentive to get off - but in the bucketing rain it
took us till 10 30 to get packed and away- planing up the coast towards
the ruined castle of 1Duntuilm, I lere we saw a yacht tucked itn at the
anchorage. and wondered whether it was the yacht which had been
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missing but which the 8 o'clock news reported as having been found "at
the northern tip of Skye" (perhaps by the helicopter we had seen).

By 11 30 we were clear of the point of Rubha Hunish- which we had
been keen to clear before 12 30 when we thought that we might have to
cope with wind against tide ( a 3 knot tide at springs) . There was slight
turbulence but nothing to worry about as we rounded the first point and
headed through the channel past the outlying island of Trodday- leaving
some miles behind us the exotic rocky shapes of the islands of Flodday
and its satellites- where the Jacobites had hidden supplies for Prince
Charles in case he had had to hide there ( lie didn't- and after landing on
Skye had made his way back to the mainland and after wandering in the
Rough Bounds between Loch Nevis and Fort William was picked up by
French ships near Arisaig in mid September and sailed to exile.)

As promised the weather cleared and the wind dropped and we decided
to fly the spinnaker- but kept the reefs in, on the argument that we could
hoist and drop the spinnv quicker than we could reef'and unreef anid
change foresails. Soon the wind had swung south again and we were
reaching energetically across increasingly frisky white horses, so again-
with not another boat in sight- we thought that discretion was the better
part of'valour. We dropped the spinn\ and had a more sedate reach,
planing in a force 4 to a rapidly clearing mainland- with stunning views to
the mountains of Torridon . and the Cuillins to the south . visible through
the pattern of islands at the end of RZaasay sound.

The wind freshened furthcr and soon we were hanging oni by our toe nails
as we came along the south coast of'the Gairloch and looked for the
rnarrow entrance to Badachro harboutr. We beat cautiously thirotugh the
very narrow Kyle which gives access from the north- barely 200 yds wide
and full ofirocks and moored boats - but it was easy to see why Frank
Cowper in his Sailing Tours published in 1896 had described it as an
anchorage which was" as snug as anvthing in Scotland". It was sheltered
from the sea on all sides, with houses and a hotel at the south west end .
and a miscellaneous collection of boats and moorings dotted about the

nsmall bav.

But there was little sign of life, though it was a sunny summer afternoon.
We tacked cautiously through the moored boats towards the drying end
of the loch where there seemed to be some sand suitable for landing. As
we did so we we were hailed from a moored Wayfarer, with a boom tent
*up.She was the Camas Fearna fronm the London Sailing Club. We were
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surprised when they hailed the crew of Zwalke by saying " You nmust be
Coby, and is that Petra? ". They had read our Round Mull log in the
Association library and had reckoned the chances of a pair of Wayf'arers,
one white and one red, being other than us as being pretty remote. So we
had a brief chat as we hove to in the congested waters. They were sitting
tight today as the weather sounded quite serious as it whistled through
the rigging of the moored boats and the forecast was pessimistic, so they
were quite surprised that we had come across the 20 plus miles of open
water from Skye.

They had not been able to see open water from the anchorage. so it
sounded a lot worse than it actually was. But they were no wimps- we
were impressed when they told us that the day before, when we had felt
stormbound on Skye, they had crossed the 35 miles of the north Minch
from Stomoway. It must have been tough going, beating all the way into
a lumpy sea and a force 6: and we envied them the resilience of youth-
their combined ages were probably less than the age of'any one of'us!

We landed at the end of the loch by what seemed a sewer outfall, but the
tide was falling, the ground was soft mud and it did not seem very
inviting so we decided to back out and look for shelter and privacy
somewhere else. Very soon we had trouble. as Zwalke. which had barely
landed could not get her plate downi- a pebble had stuck in the case. This
happens relatively rarely in the deep cruising grounds of Scotland and we
lacked the expertise of the southern ditcherawlers and beach combers to
deal with the problem. So we had some anxious minutes huddled on a
rocky shore before 13ill managed to clear the case. Then wc were away
like rockets as we shot through the narrow south east channel south of
ELilan llorrisdale, which protects the east side of the harbour , and out
into the Gairloch proper to look for a better landing place.

We soon found one on1 a delightful sandy beach in the south east corner
of the loch at the end of the little inlet called Loch Kerry. It was perfect-a
clean shallow sandy beach. a trickle of drinking water . and no sign of
anyone as we lay, in the sun, sheltered from the wind. Camp sites were at
a premium however. and the tents were pitched on rocks a hundred yards
apart. We lay and luxuriated, enjoying the warmth of the sun, the blues
and greens of the scenery, the sense of remoteness, and the satisfaction at
having crossed from Skye and being back on the mainland. We felt we
could walk home now, if we had to! And if the weather tomorrow was no
good for sailing we could have a good wvalk on the outlying ''orridonian
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hills a few miles to the south. This was Wester Ross at its best-sea,
mountains, space and peace.

Wednesday 27th July-Gairloch to Loch Ewe.

Now that we had hit the mainland, would we turn left or right- head
south to Plockton, Kyle of Lochalsh and the east of Skye back to
Knoydart and ultimately to the car at Arisaig whence we had started 10
days ago, or turn north to new country . with the expectation that we
would have to hitch back to pick up the trailers in due course. We chose
the latter- perhaps because it was the line of least resistance and meant
we were less likely to have to spend the next few days beating into the
strong south westerlies now prevailing.

The forecast was F5-6 SW, and we knew that we had to round the
lheadland of Rubha Reidh about 16 miles to the north before I pm. The
pilots were quite intimidating:

Rubha Reidh is notorious for heavy seas caused by its exposure and tlhe strenghts of
the tidal streams round it. Seas around this headland are particulartiv dangerous
with wind against tide and it should be given a berth of several miles if it is necessary
to pass it under these conditions.

So we were off by 9 45 . with one reef in. and made quick progress
planing across the mouth of the (Gairloch to Longa island. By now the
wind seemed to be well up towards the F6 level and the big seas were
rolling up from the south , no longer broken by the south shore of the
loch. We knew too that there was no shelter ahead until we were round
Ru Reidh, some 8 miles to the north. So we tucked in the lee of Longa
and took in another reef before giving the boats their heads and setting off
on a wild career to the north. It was an exhilarating roller coaster of a ride
- barely a mile offshore running on the point of gybe with long surging
hissing roaring shaking planes on the crests of the breaking waves-
conscious that a capsize would be little short of disastrous -with eyes
simultaneously on the burgee to guard against the gvbe and on the bow of
the boat to watch against it digging into the back of a wave as we came
off the plane, and were pitchpoled side ways or head over heels. We were
glad too that we had fitted a new rudder at the beginning of the season, as
the tiller bent as we struggled at times to keep on liie to the wind and
water, and avoid a broach.

In little over an hour we were round the point- just before midday. and
an hour before the tidal streams were expected to run strongly south on
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the ebb. So we were relieved to see no sign of the race. Then followed a
super reach along the north coast towards Loch Ewe, past enticing little
inlets and sandy beaches- but we wanted to press on into Loch Ewe
before the tidal stream gathered strength against us. Rounding the point
of Rubha nan Seasan into Loch Ewe we felt the full blast of the wind
against us- and had a very tough beat up the Loch - which made us glad
that we had not committed ourselves to a long beat south when we left
Gairloch.

After an hour or so during which we made very little progress tacking
across the loch we tacked into a little sandy bay just north of Mellangaun
(GR 812 8912) and landed. It seemed a good spot to camp, and the bay
was sheltered, so we stopped for the day at 1 30pm! But we had done a
good 20 miles - and the weather seemed rather heavy to press on in
against a strong running ebb. Anyway, the views were magnificent. we
were in new country and we had to learn to relax- we told ourselves. So
we did- and had a pleasant afternoon pottering in the sun. being buffetted
by the wind on the headland, looking at old peat cuttings and identifving
old friends in the the magnificent mountain panorama from new
perspectives. We camped on springy turf at the edge of'the sand- an ideal
spot, though no water close at hand- not that that mattered for a one night
stand as we had as usual filled our water carriers before setting off that
morning.

Thursday 28th July-loch Ewe to the Sununer Isles

Another day like yesterday, but without the sun. So we set off with two
reef's in across the mouth of Loch E.we. heading NE to Greenstone Point ,
at the end of Rubha Mor. It was rough in the loch as we ran north-
leaving what hlad been one of the great naval rendezvous points in WW2.
Here had gathered convoys of merchant ships before braving the EJ boats
of the North Atlantic or Arctic. in that era when the whole of the
Highlands and islands had been a closed area for travellers. '[here were
still signs of naval activity in the large navigation buoys in the Loch and
the jetlies on the east side by Aultbea towards the NATO( fuelling depot-
but not a sign of a ship. or indeed other yachts.

Another rough sail for an hour or so took uls to Greenstonie Point, and
then round the corner into Gruinard Bay. where just like yesterday we
had a very hard sail once we swung south again - we thought we would
rest and take stock at Ilnch time, and listen to the Jirecast before
committing ourselves to the next leg. We tacked into the lovely bay at
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Mellon UJdrigle, just avoiding rocks at the entrance, marked by a perch
which at first we mistook for the top of a lobster pot.

For once we came on a scene of relative activity- a number of people on
the beach, some scuba divers in an inflatable, and a few holiday chalets.
(GR 895 957). Among the people were colleagues of Petra, and their
children, so we had a pleasant hour chatting in the sun which had now
emerged, listening to the forecast and taking stock. The weather did not
seem to be deteriorating, though it was rather murky to the south so we
thought we would head for the Summer Isles, just visible in the haze
about six miles to the north across the great mouth of Loch Broom.

Stoically resisting the temptation offered by our friends of an evening
meal, a hot bath and sheets, we set off into the haze at 2pm. We planed
out of the bay towards Priest island - the first of the Summer Isles- and
0were soon wondering if we had done the right thing as the wind seemed
to freshen. and we were again in the business of roaring planes, on the
gybe, with our hearts in our mouth, a crick in the neck and a sense of

* fraught anticipation as the rollers surged behind us , but never quite
caught us.

I0laving started our cruise in the wake of Gavin Maxwelltgontinued it
with bonnie Prince Charlie, wc were now on the trail of one of the great
20th century conservationists, Sir Frank Fraser Darling. He and his wife
had spent three years here in the 1930s- and two summers had been
spent oni the island we were heading for: Priest island ( or Eilau a
Chleirach). This was recorded in the book " Island Years", and thereafter
they had lived on the largest island . Tanera Mor - which resulted in the
book "Island l:arm."

It is interestinig to note how attitudes to the Summer Islands have changed
over the centuries- perhaps their greatest asset is their name. which to us
at least conjure up images of unspoiled remoteness, long warm days in
the northern sun, velvet evenings and the sun setting, briefly, over a
flaming island dotted sea. The reality is usually different!

In 1824 McCulloch said:
1 perceive that I have almo2st ftorgotten everything about the Summer Islands: whether
indeed there was aught worth remembering , doubt. W 0'hy these should be called ille
Summer Islands, I kno7w not: as they have a most winterv aspect, as much from their
bareness and rocky outlines as from the ugly red colour and the forms of the cliffi.

Cowper was no more impressed in 1896:
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Why the Summner Isles I do not know- they are a bleak collection of mostly barren
rocks.

But Fraser Darling, unlike the other two did at least live there and he
said:
Chleirich seemd heaven on earth to us when we first landed there, and each year we
would say - if only we could live there - the quietness , the number of birds and the
beauty of the little freshwater lochans hidden away from the wild ocean, all pulled at
our heart stnngs.

It all depends on whether you are having to make a living there. or indeed
navigate round them. From our perspective on that wild afternoon we had
more sympathy with McCulloch and Cowper as we had quite the wildest
run we had yet had. We tucked into the lee of Priest Island for rest and
recuperation, and to see if we could land- but it seemed out of the
question- no beach visible, just breaking sea on broken rocks-but Petra
tacked in to about 50 yds from the shore to make sure. Then we turned
tail and ran past the rest of the archipelago towards the largest island.
Tanera Mor, about six miles away.

We were very relieved when we finally rounded the south cast corner of'
ITancra Mor and headed into the big sheltered bay on the eastern side- we
felt we had been at the limit of pleasurable sailing, with the combination
of wind and sea. and remoteness and uncharted ( at least on our maps)
rocks. The fact that we had been to that limit and remained intact did
however add to the pleasure of achievement.

We landed at a rough beach near the jetty at the south of the bay-
overlooked by two cottages- and spoke to a mechanic working in the
wooden shop which had been the post office. There was an atmosphere of
decay and dereliction. What had been built as a shop/Post Office perhaps
20 years ago was now awash with the detritus of fish farms- bits of
outboards, piles of netting. plastic pipes and rusting metal. The owner
apparently lived at the north end, but the mechanic thought we could
camp.Gloomily, he remarked that " everything's chaos here " and
returned to his bench.

13y now it was 4pm so we had a drink f'rom the ever useful thermos and
decided to walk to the north - to see whether we might see the owner, but
also to see a little more of the island. There are no roads- not even a track
suitable for a Land Rover- so we walked slowly along a boggy footpath
until we looked down on the little steading by the stone pier in the middle
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of the bay. There was some sign of life as a fish farm worker nosed his
dory into the pier, but it was difficult to imagine it as it had been in the
18th century - one of the bustling centres of the herring industry. Even
100 years ago about 120 people lived on the island- by 1961 it had fallen
to 6. Now with fish farming it was probably nearer 20.

Exactly 200 years ago the Minister at Ullapool recorded that a London
company in 1785 had built a herring fishing station where we were
looking- which had become a lucrative business, with the herrings being
salted here and put into barrels and sent to Leith, Greenock and Ireland.
In 1788 the British Fisheries Society had built the planned town of
Ullapool, as a centre for the herring trade- but within 20 years they had
gone. McCulloch in 1824 said;

Tanera More besides afarm, contains an extensive establishment, provided with a
range ofsmolang houses, long since rendered useless by the desertion qf the herring
shoals -this was one of the establishment ----- when mines of wealth were to have
beenfished upfrom the bottom oJ the sea; when England and Scotland were herring
mad, when there was more avarice than forethought, more enterprise than kInowledge
or --- more money than wit

We looked down on the little quay and steading where Fraser l)arling and
Ihis wife had laboured more than 50 years ago- and he had developed
some of his ideas for the regeneration of the Highlands, which although
they came to little directly were to prove of greal influence in developing
his ecological and conservationist theories. In fact it had not proved a
lhappy time for him- and the three years there ended in sorrow as his
marriage broke up, he dumped his indomitable wile, who had done so
much with him, and went off with the land girl he had brought to the
island to help with the heavy work on the farm. "Island Years" , the bo)k
of summers on Priest Island ,has a spirit of optimism and romance
which "Island Farm " lacks- perhaps the advent of war and the break up
of the marriage set the tone. Fraser l)arling remarked ' Mv worst book is
Hland lFarmn which made more mone than anythinig else I have
written". It is still a good book and worth reading for any interested in the
Western Highlands and the Summer Isles in particular. It lead on to his
enormously influential West llighland Survey.

We awoke from these reveries and back to the boats- boom tents rigged,
boats at anchor and then uip the hill through the long grass and dense
vegetation. ungrazed for years- to the top of the island The wind was still
strong, but the light was good and the cloud was high. The panorama was
stunning and world class- from the single peaks of Suilven and the
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Assynt hills, and the loom of distant Foinaven in the North, to the
magnificent masses of An Teallach to the south- with water and islands in
all directions it was a good place to be. Tomorrow we would tum for
home- we had drunk our fill. We went to sleep at anchor, with the sound
of the eider and their ducklings murmuring around us. As we read later in
McLintock' s West Coast Cruising;

The wind had chased us down the coast till infected with its boisterous carefree spirit
we had been ready to shout aloudfor the sheer animal joy of being alive. But now
under the lee qf Coigach, the big lumbering seas were no more. After the sustained
exultation of the day came relaxation in the peace of the Summer Isles---but if one
listened one heard a low interminable undertone ofsound - the voice of long seas still
rolling past outside- the sound of the sea that mutters eternally round the Summer
Isles.

Friday 29th .uly to Ardnmair via Priest island.

A peacef'ul night at anchor, ended as we were woken by sunshine
streaming in. The forecast threatened southerly gales, but they seemed
unlikely as we breakfasted in the sun. We set off in leisurely style north
to go round Tanera Mor and then towards Ullapool, via Horse island. The
wind was light and we hoisted spinnakers and rounded the north end,
before turning south again through the kyle between Tanera Mor and
Tanera 13eg. The Ullapool- Stornoway car ferrv( MV Suilven . in her last
0full year on the route) crossed our bows heading west as we cleared
'Tanera Beg. Conditions were so pleasant that Zwalke suggested that we
should head back to Priest island to see whether we could land again. So
off we set, heading some five miles to the south west . and passing a
* number of rocks awash in open water which could be lethal in poor
conditions. The wind dropped and soon we were barely ghosting - and
Zwalke confessed that they had misread the map and had thought Priest
Island was the much nearer Eilan Dubh! But we decided to press on- we
had plenty of daylight and it did not really matter if we did not get to
lJllapool that night. We waved the paddles about and the wind picked up,
some porpoises cruised by and soon we were coming in again to the
tricky rock strewn eastern coast of Priest island.

Petra went first, but despite the light wind it was still a very tricky
landing- the slight swell being funnelled up the little rocky creek through
which we had to approach the shore, We made our landing and spent a
happy hour exploring the island, while taking it in turns to keep an eye on
the boats.
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The geologists say that:
Chleirich is a particulartly good example of a Torndonian sandstone tabletop over
run by ice at about right angles to the strike of the strata. The result is a wrinkled
landscape in miniature with lochans in the little steep sided valleys completelv
unsighted from the sea.

So the effect is that the island seems much larger when one is on it than
seems likely from the sea. It is now managed by Scottish Natural Heritage
(formerly the Nature Conservancy) and in the middle of the island we
came across a little wooden hut which seemed to have a tenant- not in.
From afar we thought we saw a feminine form on the western skyline but
we chose not to investigate, and to leave her, as a figure of mystery and
imagination, to the solitude of the island and its red throat divers.

By 2pm we were off again in the light westerly towards UJllapool - some
*15-20 miles away. The wind dropped but the sun still shone as we
ghosted and paddled and flew the spinnaker or let it hang, but after a
couple of slow hours as we edged towards Bottle Island we picked up
speed and had a lovely sail towards Isle Martin nestling under the cliffs of
1Ben Mor Coigach. We left it to starboard and sailed into Loch Kanaird,
landing at the camp site at Ardmair (GR 109 984 ). A sheltered
anchorage and a good campsite with hot showers just off the IJllapool
road seemed a good place to stop. so we did. We had completed our trip
just under 250 miles sailing, ini some of the best cruising grounds in the
country.

Tomorrow would mark a fortnight since we had arrived in Arisaig to
prepare for launching.Since then we had been to Soay, Skye. Benbecula .
South Uist, North Uist. back to Skye, Gairloch . Loch Ewe and the
Summer Isles- all that seemed much more likely to last in our memories
than the result of the World Cup, Mr Major's latest cabinet reshuffle or
all the other ephemera of the day. Now it was back to work, the
Edinburgh Festival, and plannilng the next trip- North from UJllapool to
Cape Wrath and beyond?

The End.
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Appendix A
Camp and landing sites used

Location Grid ref Name Comment
Arisaig 658865 Harbour good launch site.leave cam in

park behind Arisaig Marine.Water,

Soay 450150 North Harbour Best suited for boom tent and
anchor.very sheltered. difficult landing

for camping, Water not obvious.

Pooltiel,Skye. 154506 Meanish slipway, sheltered, easy camping water.

Benbecula 856481 Loch Keravagh two hours either side of high waterit is
possible to get right to the head, and

pull boats up on small beach. Very
sheltered. Camp on rough ground
above. water at houses?

South Uist 858356 Moll Tuath very sheltered from all but due north
shinglecross bummouth which can be
turned for complete shelter a couple of
hours either side of high water. Plenty
fresh water and good camping.

South Uist 832382 L Skipport We found a litde cleared area of beach
below a muined sheiling. Probably
have been better at anchor in one of
recognised anchorages ( see Lawrence)
in less wild conditionsr

North Uist 921681 Lochmaddy very restricted, tucked in just north of

steamer pier. probably have been
better at Oronsay at anchor. Water and

0 WC at pier.

Skye 370707 Kilmuir in lee of slip. exposed to north.No
handy water, but house
nearby.Probably more shelter at
Duntuilm to north

Gairloch 809738 Loch Kerry exposed to North.,small burn, lovely
beach, not many campsites.

Loch Ewe 812892 Alt Eoin Thomas lovely sand.very sheltered from
aDlsides. Water not obvious but houses
near.

Summer Isles 996071 Tanera Mor at anchor near southpier.water
available, no obvious sandy beaches,
but they do exist on islands just west.

Loch Broom 109984 Ardmair to east of Ardmair spit ( approach from
north round Isle Martin. good campsite
with facilities. good for launching.
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Appendix B

Notes on Sailing directions and guide books

Sailing directions.
U Undoubtedly the best for the dinghy sailor is the Yachtsman's Pilot to
the West Coast of Scotland by Martin Lawrence. It is in three volumes
and for our trip the relevant volume is Castlebay to Cape Wrath. It was
published by Imray Laurie Norie and Wilson at £17.95 in 1990.

The Clyde Cruising Club Sailing directions are less user friendly. We tend
to use Ordnance survey maps rather than charts, supplemented with
information about tidal streams either from Lawrence or from the
Admiralty books of tidal streams. Generally however tides are not a
problem- or at least they are reasonably predictable.

Other Guides
West C'oast Cruising by John McLintock. published by Blackie in 1938
is an evocative and atmospheric book.
Sailing 'fours bv Frank Cowper. first published in 1896 and reprlinted by
Ashford Press Southamiipton in 1985 is opinionated and amusing. (
Volume V is the relevant one)
'The Islands of Scotland, published bv the Scottish Mountaineenng Club
in 1989 is a very good general guide to the west coast, and covers much
more than hill walking and climbing.

Particular Interests
Relevant to this log especially are:
Gavin Maxwell: Harpoon at a Venture.First published c1950
Eric Linklater: The Prince in the Heather Hodder and Stoughton
1965.
Frank Fraser Darling: Island Years (1940) and Island Farm (1943)
reprinted by Pan.
Brian Wilson: Blazing Paddles Ox-ford 1988- journal of a solo kayak
trip round Scotland, is thoughtful. evocative and well worth reading.
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Appendix C
Equipment Notes
We have very little non standard gear but the folowing notes may be of
interest.

Masthead Buoyancy is a must. We would now feel very exposed in
rough conditions without it. The kind of conditions in which a well sailed
cruising boat is likely to capsize are such that we think it essential to
avoid turning turtle.( not that we ever have capsized cruising but we
know from club racing how it is done and how difficult it can be to right
even an unladen boat in heavy seas.) Lifelines too are reassuring.
Zwalke' s are purpose built. Petra use climbing tape as a chest harness.
with carabiner clipping to a rope run round the centre board casing. The
Lines should be long enough to allow the crew to swim round the boat in
the event of a capsize.
We carried flares and a Locat beacon. The flares are likely to be of
most use if the two boats get separated- given the absence of other boats
in the area. The Locat gives precise location data day or night in the event
of a serious incident- and only costs as much as half a dozen flares.

We used normal sails- ie main and genny+ spinnaker (don't believe those
who say it is not useful cruising!), with a jib in reserve for heavier
weather. Slab reefing and two sets of points enabled us to reef down to
the hounds. This was barely enough in the strongest conditions.
We both carried two anchors. The main anchors were 10-14 lib CQRs,
with some fathoms of chain. Rollers cut from 3-4" water pipe were as
always invaluable for running the boats up and down stony or sandy
beaches. We carried three per boat- each about 4' long. Stowed across the
foredeck they were useful for breaking shipped water. Toggles were used
by Petra for slipping into the stern carrying slots, to allow a more efficient
pull.
As always no outboard was taken, but we used the longest oars it was
possible to stow flat along the floorboards.

Clothing was based on almost continuous use of Buffalo gear. This is
synthetic fibre pile covered in pertex, with nothing else next to the skin. It
dries quickly on the body and is windproof and largely waterproof. It is
much cheaper than heavy weather sailing gear and much more versatile. It
is increasingly available in climbing ( and sailing) shops and we wear it
winter and summer on the hills and on the water.(o4so sold os -rax)
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